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Large-eddy simulation~LES! with regular explicit filtering is investigated. The filtered-scale stress
due to the explicit filtering is here partially reconstructed using the tensor-diffusivity model: It
provides for backscatter along the stretching direction~s!, and for global dissipation, both also
attributes of the exact filtered-scale stress. The necessary LES truncations~grid and numerical
method! are responsible for an additional subgrid-scale stress. A natural mixed model is then the
tensor-diffusivity model supplemented by a dynamic Smagorinsky term. This model is reviewed,
together with useful connections to other models, and is tested against direct numerical simulation
~DNS! of turbulent isotropic decay starting with Rel590 ~thus moderate Reynolds number!: LES
started from a 2563 DNS truncated to 643 and Gaussian filtered. The tensor-diffusivity part is first
tested alone; the mixed model is tested next. Diagnostics include energy decay, enstrophy decay,
and energy spectra. After an initial transient of the dynamic procedure~observed with all models!,
the mixed model is found to produce good results. However, despite expectations based on
favorable a priori tests, the results are similar to those obtained when using the dynamic
Smagorinsky model alone in LES without explicit filtering. Nevertheless, the dynamic mixed model
appears as a good compromise between partial reconstruction of the filtered-scale stress and
modeling of the truncations effects~incomplete reconstruction and subgrid-scale effects!. More
challenging 483 LES are also done: Again, the results of both approaches are found to be similar.
The dynamic mixed model is also tested on the turbulent channel flow at Ret5395. The
tensor-diffusivity part must be damped close to the wall in order to avoid instabilities. Diagnostics
are mean profiles of velocity, stress, dissipation, and reconstructed Reynolds stresses. The velocity
profile obtained using the damped dynamic mixed model is slightly better than that obtained using
the dynamic Smagorinsky model without explicit filtering. The damping used so far is however
crude, and this calls for further work. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is devoted to the investigation of the mix
model formed of thetensor-diffusivitymodel supplemented
by a dynamic Smagorinsky term. Some preliminary work
started with Ref. 1~also reported, in part, in Ref. 2!; it was
substantially improved and corrected for the present pa
Thus, we consider large-eddy simulation~LES! of turbulent
flows with explicit filtering: in addition to theimplicit filter-
ing due to the effective truncations~grid and numerical
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method!, a regular explicit filter is also assumed, of pr
scribed shape and effective width larger than the grid sp
ing. The filtered-scalestress due to the explicit filtering i
here partially reconstructed using thetensor-diffusivity
model of Leonard.3 This model is generic: For all regula
symmetric filters that have a nonzero second moment~e.g.,
the tophat, the Gaussian, most discrete filters!, it is found as
the first term of the reconstruction series for the filtered-sc
stress. As to the dynamic Smagorinsky term, it is used
modeling of the truncation effects:subgrid-scalestress and
incomplete reconstruction of the filtered-scale stress. T
mixed model has already been used by Vremanet al.4,5 with
good success. They referred to it as adynamic version of the
mixed Clark model. We prefer tensor-diffusivity model
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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supplemented by a dynamic Smagorinsky term, as the impor-
tant tensor-diffusivity part of the model was already pr
posed by Leonard back in 1974.3

Section II is devoted to definitions. In Sec. III, we r
view theoretical results on direct reconstruction series for
filtered-scale stress, leading to the tensor-diffusivity mod
Because of the truncations, the need for a mixed mode
identified: We here use the tensor-diffusivity model supp
mented by a dynamic Smagorinsky term. This model is
viewed theoretically in Sec. IV and useful connections
made with other models in Sec. V. The dynamic proced
applied to the mixed model is developed in Sec. VI. Res
for LES of isotropic turbulent decay started from a dire
numerical simulation~DNS! ~thus at at moderate Reynold
number: Rel590! are then presented in Sec. VII:a priori
tests and LES runs using the tensor-diffusivity model alo
the dynamic Smagorinsky model alone, and the dyna
mixed model. Comparisons are made with the DNS and w
the results of classical LES: LES without explicit filterin
and using the dynamic Smagorinsky model. LES results
the turbulent channel flow at Ret5395 are then presented i
Sec. VIII: dynamic mixed model~damped in the wall region!
and dynamic Smagorinsky model~also without explicit fil-
tering!. Conclusions are provided in Sec. IX, together w
the identification of some remaining issues and further wo

II. DEFINITIONS, FILTERED-SCALE STRESS, AND
SUBGRID-SCALE STRESS

We consider incompressible turbulent flows (]kuk50)
of Newtonian fluids with constant physical properties. T
Navier–Stokes~NS! equations are then

] tui1] j~ui uj !52] i P1] j~2n Si j !52] i P1n ] j] jui ~1!

with P5
def

p/r the reduced pressure,n the kinematic viscosity,

andSi j 5
def

(] jui1] iuj )/2 the strain rate tensor.
Consider an explicit regular filter,Ḡ, applied to a func-

tion f . The filtered function,f̄ , corresponds to a convolution

f̄ 5
def

Ḡ* f , f̄ ~x!5
defE Ḡ~x2y! f ~y! dy. ~2!

We here consider symmetric filters that have a Fourier tra
form @notedḠ(k)# and a nonzero second moment. Filters
multiple dimensions can be constructed as products of o
dimensional~1-D! filters ~this is not the only way but it is the
way considered here!. Considering first 1-D filters, the filte
width, D̄, is here normalized using

D̄c
2

12
5
def

D̄25
defE

2`

`

x2 Ḡ~x! dx52
d2Ḡ
dk2 U

k50

, ~3!

with D̄c the effective width@based on the top hat filter nor
malized as sin(k D̄c/2)/(k D̄c/2)#. In Fourier space, the filter
considered are of the form

Ḡ~k!512
k2D̄2

2
1..., ~4!
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which implies the useful relation

f̄ 5 f 1
D̄2

2
]k]kf 1¯ . ~5!

Upon applying theḠ filter to the NS equations, one obtain
the equation for the filtered field~with ]kūk50!:

] tūi1] j~ ūi ū j !52] i P̄1n ] j] j ūi2] jt i j , ~6!

with t i j the filtered-scalestress which corresponds to th
commutator,K, between the operatorsproduct and explicit
filtering acting on the fieldui :

t i j 5
def

ui uj2ūi ū j5
def

K~ui ,uj !. ~7!

So far, Eq.~6! holds independently of any discretization~i.e.,
no LES since no loss of information!. In LES, a significant
truncation filter is also present: the effective filter due to th
LES grid and numerical method. Definingf̃ as the ‘‘LES
restrictedf ’’ ~i.e., the ‘‘LES resolvedf ’’ !, we see that what
is solved in LES with explicit filtering~which, of course,
requires thatD̄c be greater than the grid sizeD! is ~view A!

] tu! i1] j~u! i u! j̃ !52] i P! 1n ] j] ju! i2] j T̃i j , ~8!

where the effective stress,T̃i j , is the LES restriction ofTi j

5ui uj2u! i u! j , which, in turn, can be decomposed as

Ti j 5ui uj2u! i u! j5~ui uj2ūi ū j !1~ ūi ū j2u! i u! j !

5K~ui ,uj !1H~ ūi ,ū j !5
def

t i j 1Di j . ~9!

The filtered-scale stress,t i j , has thus been augmented by
effectivesubgrid-scale stressdue to truncation of the filtered

field: Di j 5H(ūi ,ū j ) @with H(a,b)5
def

a b2ã b̃ the funda-
mental subgrid-scale operator: product of complete DNS
fields minus product of incomplete LES fields#. Another
view ~view B! is to consider that what is solved is6

] tuD i1] j~uD i uD j̃ !52] i PD 1n ] j] juD i2] j T̃i j . ~10!

The two views are basically equivalent. Equations~8! and
~10! are identical when the regular and truncation filte
commute exactly: the case of pseudospectral methods
dealiasing, as the truncation filter is then the sharp Fou
cutoff. Assuming, in what follows, that the two filters ‘‘es
sentially commute’’ in most cases~thus D̄c is properly cho-
sen with respect toD and the numerical method!, Ti j is also
decomposed as6

Ti j 5ui uj2uD i uD j5~ ũi ũ j2uD i uD j !1~ui uj2ũi ũ j !

5K~ ũi ,ũ j !1H̄~ui ,uj !5
def

Bi j 1Āi j . ~11!

The stressBi j is the commutator acting on the discretize
field ũi : it can be reconstructed, as we shall see. The st

Āi j corresponds to explicit filtering ofAi j 5
def

H(ui ,uj )
5ui uj2ũi ũ j : it must be modeled. Thus, in both views, th
effective stress is the sum of afiltered-scale stressand a
subgrid-scale stress:
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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T̃i j 5 t̃ i j 1D̃i j 5B̃i j 1 Ã̄i j 5B̃i j 1AD i j . ~12!

How does all this relate to ‘‘classical LES’’ without ex
plicit filtering? In that case, the only filtering is the one d
to the effective truncations. What is solved is then

] tũi1] j~ ũi ũ j̃ !52] i P̃1n ] j] j ũi2] jÃi j . ~13!

The effective stress,Ãi j 5H̃(ui ,uj )5ui uj̃2ũi ũ j̃ , is a pure
subgrid-scale stress: it must be modeled. Using the dec
position of Eq.~11!, it is easily seen that Eq.~10! corre-
sponds to explicit filtering of Eq.~13!. LES with explicit
filtering corresponds to a ‘‘change of basis:’’ work using t
uD i basis instead of theũi basis, with the hope tha
reconstruction/modeling of the effective stress in the n
basis might be easier and lead to better results.

III. RECONSTRUCTION, TENSOR-DIFFUSIVITY
MODEL, AND MIXED MODEL

We consider nonlinear models of the family deriv
from Yeo and Bedford7–9 and Leonard.3,10 Consider first the
Gaussian filter with the normalization of Eq.~3!:

Ḡ~x!5
1

D̄A2p
expS 2

x2

2D̄2D , Ḡ~k!5expS 2
k2 D̄2

2
D .

~14!

The complete, infinite, reconstruction series is obtain
as8–10

K~ f ,g!5 f g2 f̄ ḡ5D̄2 ]x f̄ ]xḡ1
D̄4

2!
]x]x f̄ ]x]xḡ

1
D̄6

3!
]x]x]x f̄ ]x]x]xḡ1¯ . ~15!

This result is remarkable because, at least for the case w
out additional truncation, it provides a mean for direct reco
struction of the filtered-scale stress using only the filte
field and working only in physical space. In three dime
sions, we assume explicit filters that are formed as the p
uct of 1-D symmetric filters, each with uniform filter width
D̄k . ~The case of nonuniform filter width is not address
theoretically in this paper.! One then easily obtains the re
construction series for the filtered-scale stress:

t i j 5D̄k
2 ]kūi ]kūj1

D̄k
2 D̄ l

2

2!
]k] l ūi]k] l ū j

1
D̄k

2 D̄ l
2 D̄m

2

3!
]k] l]mūi]k] l]mūj1..., ~16!

where summation is here assumed over the triply repe
indices. The case where the filter width is the same in
directions corresponds toD̄k5D̄. We notice that the serie
includes reconstruction of the trace oft i j . Furthermore, it
was recently shown6,11 that, for all symmetric filters that are
C` in Fourier space and that have a nonzero second mom
~that is most of the filters defined in physical space, e.g.,
Gaussian, the top hat, most discrete filters!: ~1! one can ob-
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tain the infinite reconstruction series~from generating func-
tions!, and~2! it always starts with the same first term—th
tensor-diffusivity term:

t i j 5D̄k
2 ]kūi ]kūj1¯ . ~17!

This term is thus generic to all filters that have a Four
transform starting as Eq.~4!.

Of course, the full reconstruction oft i j requires the com-
plete filtered field,ūi : This is of little use in LES. What is
needed in practical LES is the partial reconstruction ofB̃i j ,
using only the truncated and filtered field,uD i .

In all that follows, we further require thatḠ(k).0 for
all k significant to the LES@0<k<kmax5(p/D)21#. This is
always feasible~e.g., by properly choosing the explicit filte
width, D̄c , in relation to the grid size,D!. In spectral meth-
ods, one could then defilteruD i @by using 1/Ḡ(k)# to obtain an
approximation toũi . This is true for spectral methods but o
little interest to practical LES: Reconstruction must~1! be
feasible without defiltering and~2! be feasible in physica
space, so that it can be used in finite difference methods,
The direct reconstruction series does that

B̃i j
M5D̄k

2 ]kuD i ] k̃uD j1¯ . ~18!

~In what follows, the superscript ‘‘M ’’ always refers to a
modeled quantity.!

Another approach is that used by Stolz and Adams12

One first reconstructs an approximateũi from uD i using the
van Cittert iterative deconvolution method,

ũi
M5uD i1~ I 2Ḡ!* uD i1~ I 2Ḡ!* ~~ I 2Ḡ!* uD i !1..., ~19!

and one then usesB̃i j
M5ũi

M ũj
M̃2uD i uD j̃ . For instance, the low-

est level deconvolution givesũi
M52 uD i2ũ% i . For high level

deconvolution, the iterative method is more efficient th
evaluating the higher order terms in the direct reconstruc
series, Eq.~18!.

The approach followed here is to use the direct rec
struction series, but to keep only the first, most necessary
generic term: the tensor-diffusivity term. This lowest lev
reconstruction model~1! can be efficiently evaluated,~2!
provides for local backscatter, global dissipation, and is ti
reversible, these also being attributes of the exact filter
scale stress, see Refs. 6 and 11. In summary:

~1! The LES grid,D, is chosen~with respect to scales cor
responding to the inertial range!.

~2! The explicit filter is chosen. Its effective width,D̄c , is
chosen larger than the grid size,D, yet such thatḠ(k)
.0 for all k relevant to the LES.

~3! The direct reconstruction series, Eq.~18!, is truncated to
the first and most necessary term.D̄c must also be such
that this term corresponds to significant~yet incomplete!
reconstruction ofB̃i j .

The tensor-diffusivity model was first proposed b
Leonard.3 It was tested,a priori, against experimental dat
~unfortunately two-dimensional cuts! in Ref. 13 with stress
correlation levels of about 0.7, and against DNS data in R
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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14 with correlation levels between 0.83 and 0.97 depend
on the type and width of the explicit filter. Oura priori tests
also showed high correlations~see Sec. VII and Ref. 6!. Be-
cause of the losses of information~LES truncations and trun
cation of the reconstruction series!, this model does not suf
fice: The dissipation is far too low. The additional requir
dissipation corresponds to loss of information~here
‘‘subgrid-scale’’ modeling 1 ‘‘truncated reconstruction’’
modeling! and must be provided by an added term: We h
use a purely dissipative effective viscosity model. Thus,
practical model for LES with explicit filtering is here of th
mixed type, as in Vremanet al.:4,5

T̃ i j
M5D̄k

2 ]kuD i ] k̃uD j22 nD e SD̃ i j , ~20!

whereSD i j is the strain rate tensor of the filtered and trunca
field, and wherenD e is an effective viscosity~see also Refs. 6
and 11 for further discussion of the truncation model!. Equa-
tion ~20! is thus what is used here to model the sum of
two terms forT̃i j , as in Eq.~12!. As the truncation model ha
no contribution to modeling the trace ofT̃i j , the mixed
model cannot claim to model the fullT̃i j . What is implied is

T̃ i j*
M5~D̄k

2 ]kuD i ] k̃uD j* 22 nD e SD̃ i j , ~21!

where the asterisk (* ) stands for the traceless part of a tens

~e.g.,T̃ i j* 5
def

T̃i j 2
1
3T̃kk d i j , etc., a convention that will be kep

throughout!.
Following Smagorinsky15 for LES without explicit filter-

ing and with ñe5C D2 uS̃u ~where uS̃u25
def

2 S̃klS̃̃kl), we here
use nD e5C D2 uSD u with C determined through thedynamic
procedure16–20 adapted to the mixed model with explicit fi
tering, see Sec. VI. Thus, classical modeling is followed,
using the filtered fielduSD u and relying on the dynamic proce
dure to determine the properC. In practice, we program the
mixed model as in Eq.~20!,

T̃ i j
M5D̄k

2 ]kuD i ] k̃uD j22 C D2 uSD uSD i j̃ , ~22!

but we remain vigilant as far as the trace components
concerned. In terms of dissipation, it does not matter si
the trace component has no net contribution.

Other choices than Ref. 15 can be used for the inve
time scale in the effective viscosity, see, e.g., Ref. 21 fo
scaling based on enstrophy, and Refs. 22–24 for reviews
a priori tests. With the dynamic procedure, the choice
scaling is not that important as the procedure determines
properC in each case. One can even use a ‘‘Kolmogoro
scaling,25 ñe5(C e1/3) D4/3, and a dynamic procedure tha
finds the value for the dimensional product (C e1/3), see the
results in Ref. 26. We also notice a new scaling based on
square of the velocity gradient tensor,27 and that allows for
wall bounded flows without requiring the dynamic proc
dure.

Finally, we remain convinced that the development
better truncation models is still required~e.g., anisotropic
models as in Ref. 28, multiscale models as in Ref. 29!; they
must however remain mainly dissipative, as loss of inform
tion is not reversible.
Downloaded 10 May 2001 to 128.206.16.97. Redistribution subject to A
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IV. THEORETICAL BEHAVIOR OF THE MIXED MODEL

For simplicity, we consider the case where the filter s
is the same in all directions:

T̃ i j
M5D̄2 ]kuD i ] k̃uD j22 C D2 uSD uSD i j̃ . ~23!

When used as forcing in the LES equations, the first te
behaves as a directional diffusion/antidiffusion, hence
name:tensor-diffusivitymodel. Indeed, it is easily seen10 that

2D̄2 ] j~]kuD i]kuD j !52D̄2 SD jk ] j]kuD i , ~24!

so thatSD jk plays the role of a tensorial effective viscosit
Since the tensorSD jk is not positive definite~as its eigenvalues
sum to zero!, one has effectively negative diffusion along th
stretching direction~s!. This part of the mixed model pro
vides naturally for local directional backscatter of energy~as
does the exact filtered-scale stress!. What about the globa
dissipation of the filtered and truncated field? We here c
sider isotropic turbulence: thus,C5C(t).0. Defining^¯&
as the integrated~or mean! value, the molecular viscosity
contribution to dissipation is

^en&52^t̃ i j
n SD i j̃ &5n ^2 SD i j SD i j̃ &5n ^vD ivD ĩ&52n ^E&,

~25!

wherevD i is the vorticity of the fielduD i and ^E& is its global
enstrophy. This contribution is positive everywhere. T
contribution of the mixed model is10

~26!

The Smagorinsky contribution is positive everywhere. T
first term contribution is not positive everywhere. Globa
however, the first term is proportional to the opposite of t
skewness, here defined as

~27!

It is thus positive if the skewness of the LES field is neg
tive. The skewness is negative in isotropic turbulence and
DNS. It is also found to be negative in LES of isotrop
turbulence that is started from a filtered and truncated DN
If, instead, one starts the LES for a random field, the ske
ness is initially zero but it quickly becomes negative as
flow develops into LES of real turbulence, see, e.g., inve
gations in Ref. 6.

V. TIES WITH OTHER MODELS

In order to put the tensor-diffusivity model into prope
perspective, we identify further relations between this mo
and previous work in literature. Recall that this model
basically due to Leonard.3

The mixed model~20! was not explicitly considered in
the models evaluated,a priori, by Clark et al.,23 although it
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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can be reconstructed from different formulas provided in
paper. The credit should thus also be partially attributed
these authors.

The mixed model was also not considered in the mod
evaluated,a priori, in Ref. 30. These were constructed usi
all admissible combinations of the strain rate and rotat
tensors. We notice, however, that the mixed model co
sponds to a judicious combination of the terms considere

The tensor-diffusivity model is also recalled to ha
strong ties with the scale-similarity model of Bardina:31

B̃i j
M5uD iuD j̃2ũ% i ũ% j̃ . ~28!

This model is based on the scale-similarity assumption
tween Bi j 5ūi ū j2u% i u% j and t i j . The link also appears in
Ref. 4 and in an appendix of Ref. 32 which provides a f
terms of the exact expansion forBi j . The complete series
can also be obtained, see Ref. 6. Using Eq.~5!, it is easily
verified that the first term in the expansion ofBi j is indeed
the tensor-diffusivity model:

Bi j 5S uD i uD j1
D̄2

2
]k]k~uD i uD j !1¯ D 2S uD i1

D̄2

2
]k]kuD i1¯ D

3S uD j1
D̄2

2
]k]kuD j1¯ D

5
D̄2

2
~]k]k~uD i uD j !2~uD i ]k]kuD j1uD j ]k]kuD i !!1¯

5D̄2 ]kuD i]kuD j1¯ . ~29!

The other terms are, however, different from those in
exact reconstruction series. The scale-similarity mode
thus not identical to the tensor-diffusivity model. In fact,a
priori tests systematically indicate that the tensor-diffusiv
model corresponds to better reconstruction of the filter
scale stress. Nevertheless, since Bardina’s model also c
sponds to significant reconstruction,13,24 the combination
‘‘scale-similarity model supplemented by a Smagorins
term’’ also appears as a practical model for LES with expl
filtering.

Finally, one can also consider a ‘‘clipped’’ tenso
diffusivity model, with a limiter on the directional backsca
ter. One then removes the Smagorinsky term and addsC
coefficient in front of the clipped model. In a way, th
method developed and tested in Refs. 33 and 34~and based
on developments in vortex methods35! is the integral formu-
lation of this clipping approach. The main advantage of
integral formulation is that it provides for an easy way
identifying and clipping the direction~s! with backscatter.
The clipping approach corresponds to a nonisotropic mod
cation of the tensor-diffusivity model, and appears as
promising nonisotropic model. The mixed model used her
isotropic: The tensor-diffusivity reconstruction part and t
dynamic Smagorinsky modeling part are both isotropic.
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VI. THE DYNAMIC PROCEDURE APPLIED TO THE
MIXED MODEL

As mentioned previously, the model coefficient,C, is
obtained through the dynamic procedure,16–20 here extended
to the mixed model~22!. It is obtained as follows.

~1! One applies an additional explicit test filter,Ĝ, which is

such that the combinedĜ̄ filtering is similar to the origi-
nal Ḡ filtering.

~2! Recalling that the exact effective stress isT̃i j with Ti j

5ui uj2uD i uD j , it follows that the exact effective stress

the coarser test level isT̃i j
c with Ti j 5ui uĵ2uD i

ĉ uD j
ĉ ~here

f̃ c means f̃ further truncated to the coarser test grid!.

Thus, Germano’s identity is here obtained asTi j 2Ti ĵ

5uD iuD j
ˆ

2uD i
ĉ uD j

ĉ5
def

Li j , and thus, for the effective part,T̃i j
c

2T̃i j
ĉ 5L̃ i j

c .
~3! One uses effective stress models that are similar at b

levels: T̃ i j
M taken similar toT̃i j

c M , and with the sameC.
~4! Using the similar models, one satisfies Germano’s id

tity in the least-square sense: Defining the effective er

tensorẼi j
c 5L̃ i j

c 2(T̃i j
c M2T̃i j

c M̂), one minimizeŝ Ẽi j
c Ẽi j

c &,
where the integration̂¯& is done over the homoge
neous flow direction~s!.

C is thus uniform along the homogeneous direction~s!.
Along the nonhomogeneous direction~s!, if any, it is here
also assumed that the spatial variation ofC with respect to

the test filter can be factored out, i.e., thatC ãi j
ĉ .C ãi j

ĉ .
If the explicit filter is Gaussian,Ḡ(k)5exp(2k2D̄2/2),

the combined filter must also be Gaussian:Ĝ̄(k)

5exp(2a2 k2D̄2/2), i.e., D̂̄/D̄5a. The explicit part of the
test filter is also Gaussian:

Ĝ~k!5 Ĝ̄~k!/Ḡ~k!5exp~2~a221! k2D̄2/2!. ~30!

Typically, we usea52. This test filter can only be applied i
Fourier space: It is used only with spectral methods.

A useful explicit filter for working in physical space
~e.g., using finite differences! is the top hat filter withD̄c

taken as twice the LES grid size:Ḡ(k)5sin(kD)/(kD), and

thus Ĝ̄(k)5sin(a kD)/(a kD). If we use a52, the required
test filter is obtained as36

Ĝ~k!5 Ĝ̄~k!/Ḡ~k!5sin~2 kD!/~2 sin~kD!!5cos~kD!, ~31!

which, in physical space, is simply thediscrete arithmetic
meanfilter:

Ĝ~x!5~d~x1D!1d~x2D!!/2. ~32!

This test filter is conveniently applied in physical space,
ing only the near neighbor grid values, see Sec. VIII.~It can
also be applied in Fourier space.!

The dynamic procedure for the mixed model is he
summarized:
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. Evolution of Rel for the reference DNS.
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mi j 5D̄k
2 ]kuD i ]kuD j , ai j 52 D2 uSD u SD i j , T̃ i j

M5m̃i j 2C ãi j ,

Mi j 5a2 D̄k
2 ]kuD i

ĉ ]kuD i
ĉ, Ai j 52 a2 D2 uSD ĉu SD i j

ĉ , ~33!

T̃i j
c M5M̃ i j

c 2C Ãi j
c , p̃i j

c 5L̃ i j
c 1~m̃i j

ĉ 2M̃ i j
c !, q̃i j

c 5ãi j
ĉ 2Ãi j

c ,

C5
^ p̃i j

c q̃i j
c &

^q̃kl
c q̃kl

c &
5

^ p̃i j
c * q̃i j

c * &

^q̃kl
c * q̃kl

c * &
.

For homogeneous decaying turbulence, one obtainsC
5C(t). For the channel flow, two directions are homog
neous so thatC5C(y,t). Since the channel flow dynamica
LES eventually reaches statistical equilibrium, time aver
ing can also be done and one ends up withC(y).

VII. RESULTS FOR LES OF ISOTROPIC TURBULENT
DECAY

The results presented here were obtained using
mixed model and with explicit Gaussian filtering:Ḡ(k)
5exp(2k2 D̄2/2). Other filters could have been used. T
solver is a pseudospectral code with shift dealiasing done
all products. The modes are truncated in wave space, u
spherical truncation. The reference data are a 2563 DNS that
was run using the same code. It was started using a field
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given spectra and random phases. This initial condition t
evolved into real turbulence. The reference DNS data cov
usable window of Rel from 90 to 60, see Fig. 1. At the
begining of the window~t54.17, Rel'90!, the Kolmogorov
scale,h5(n3/^e&)1/4, is such thatkmaxh'2: typical of a
well-resolved DNS. Thet54.17 DNS was truncated to 643

and was Gaussian filtered usingḠ(k)5exp(2k2D2/4) where
D5(256/64)DDNS is the LES grid size, see Fig. 2. Thus, w

have D̄c5A12D̄5A6 D. At the LES cutoff, this gives

Ḡ(p/D)5exp(2p2/4)50.085: The amount of explicit filter-
ing is thus significant. As to the dissipation spectrum of t
DNS, see Fig. 11, it is still quite high at the LES cuto
(2.131023) and is close to the value for the ‘‘inertia
range’’ (2.431023 in the rangek'@19– 25#!. For additional
comparisons, two more challenging 483 LESs are also run,
thus with cutoff right into the inertial range. Finally, in a
cases where the dynamic procedure is applied, this is d

using the usual value:a5DC /D̄52.

A. The tensor-diffusivity model alone

As a firsta priori test of the tensor-diffusivity model, its
correlation with the exact filtered-scale stress,t i j , was
4
FIG. 2. The truncated Gaussian filters used for the 63

LES and the 483 LES with explicit filtering.
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FIG. 3. Normalized pdf for the dynamic coefficient a
t54.17 ~dynamic procedure done locally!: dynamic
tensor diffusivity model~dotted line!; dynamic Smago-
rinsky term in the mixed model~solid line!; dynamic
Smagorinsky model~dashed line!; dynamic Smagorin-
sky model without explicit filtering~chained-dotted
line!.
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evaluated, using the complete DNS~no truncation! filtered
using Ḡ(k)5exp(2k2D2/4) with D5(256/64)DDNS:

h15
^t i j

M t i j &

^t i j t i j &
1/2^t i j

M t i j
M&1/25

15.47

5.2133.21
50.925,

~34!

h25
^t i j

M t i j &

^t i j t i j &
50.570.

The h1 correlation is thus quite high, confirming that th
model is well aligned with the exact filtered-scale stress. T
variances are however different, 3.21 compared to 5.21~the
ratios being 3.21/5.2150.62 or, conversely, 1.62!. Henceh2

is significantly lower thanh1 . Thus, the series truncated
the first term reconstructs a significant fraction of t
filtered-scale stress but not all of it. Filtering using inste
D5(256/48)DDNS leads to h150.906 ~with variances of
3.46 and 6.17! and toh250.508.

As a seconda priori test, the dynamic procedure fo
LES truncated to 643 was applied to a dynamic version of th

tensor-diffusivity model,C D̄2]kuD i] k̃uD j , using the truncated
Gaussian filter, see Fig. 2. We obtainedC51.17~higher than
unity, yet not as high as 1.6!. The dynamic procedure wa
able to determine aC level in the correct range. Recall tha
the procedure is not perfect: It is based on the mode
stresses, on the similarity assumption for the models over
relevant range~from the original LES scale to the coarser te
scale!, and on the scale similarity assumption of the LE
fields over that range~something neither clear nor esta
lished!.

Theoretically, once the explicit filter width is norma
ized, the coefficient in front of the tensor-diffusivity model
unity. But there are other terms in the reconstruction ser
In view of the good alignment of the tensor-diffusivity mod
with the complete filtered-scale stress, it appears that mo
ing of the series truncation effects could be achieved by
lowing a C in front of the tensor-diffusivity model. Alone
this model does not work for long times in LES runs. Addi
the necessary modeling for the subgrid-scale effects, h
using a Smagorinsky term, would then lead to a mixed mo
with two coefficients to determine. Here, we chose instea
retain and investigate the mixed model as in Eq.~22!, the
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only coefficient being that in front of the dynamic Smago
insky term: Modeling of all truncation effects~truncation of
the reconstruction series and subgrid-scale stress! is thus
lumped into the dynamic Smagorinsky term.

As another a priori test, the dynamic procedure for 63

LES was again applied to the tensor-diffusivity model, b
locally ~i.e., no averaging over the homogeneous direction!:
C is then a function of space. The pdf~probability density
function! of C is also obtained, with* pdf(C) dC51 and
^C&5*C pdf(C) dC50.63. Here, the dynamic coefficien
is, on average, less than unity. The normalized pdf is sho
in Fig. 3: We notice that it is not symmetric but bimodal. Th
positive mode is, however, quite sharp~as expected, since
the model acts as good partial reconstruction of the filter
scale stress!, and of significantly higher amplitude than th
negative mode. For comparison, we also provide the norm
ized pdf when the dynamic Smagorinsky model is used al
~i.e., no filtered-scale stress reconstruction!. The pdf ~with
^C&50.041) is almost symmetric: almost as many negat
C values as positive ones, confirming that this model alon
a poor model for the total effective stress~filtered-scale
stress1subgrid-scale stress!.

We now examine the results of LES runs done using
tensor-diffusivity model alone. For this section and the f
lowing, the LES runs are 643, with shift dealiasing and
spherical truncation of radiuskmax531. ~In later additional
comparisons, two 483 LES runs are also done.! Moreover,
the quantities such as resolved energy spectra,Er(k), re-
solved energy,̂Er&5*0

kmaxEr(k) dk, and resolved enstrophy

^Er&5*0
kmaxk2 Er(k) dk, are all evaluated by defiltering th

LES results, i.e., by usingEr(k)5exp(k2D̄2) E(k) where
E(k) is the spectrum of the filtered and truncated field. T
allows for straightforward and severe comparison with
truncated DNS results.

Since the initial condition has negative skewness,
tensor-diffusivity model should, in principle, lead to a sim
lation that does not blow up globally, even if the glob
dissipation is found to be too low. The problem is the n
merics: Is such a simulation feasible? One could argue
the model is numerically ill-conditioned as it corresponds
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. Evolution of the energy and enstrophy asso
ated with the 643 resolved field: truncated DNS~closed
circle!; tensor-diffusivity model~dotted line!; dynamic
mixed model ~tensor diffusivity1dynamic Smagorin-
sky! ~solid line!; dynamic Smagorinsky model~dashed
line!; dynamic Smagorinsky model without explicit fil
tering ~chained-dotted line!.
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negative diffusion along the local direction~s! of stretching,
and thus that it must lead to numerical blow up. Our nume
cal experiments show that this is not the case: The simula
remains stable~as long as the skewness of the LES fie
remains negative!. This is a remarkable, nontrivial resul
This success is due to the fact that the direction~s! of nega-
tive diffusion continuously evolve in space and time. T
negative diffusion continuously changes direction~s! and is
counterbalanced by positive diffusion, the whole simulat
remaining globally stable and dissipative. Thus, a p
tensor-diffusivity simulation is feasible. In analogous stud
of turbulent flow in a mixing layer,4,5 the tensor-diffusivity
model, in combination with a central fourth-order accura
discretization, was shown to result in stable simulations
well. The tensor-diffusivity model plays its role: provides f
significant, yet partial, reconstruction of the filtered-sc
stress,B̃i j , and thus for local backscatter, while remaini
globally dissipative~as long as the skewness of the LE
fields remains negative!.

However, as expected from the above-mentioneda pri-
ori tests, the tensor-diffusivity model alone provides too lit
global dissipation for the filtered and truncated field,uD i ,
even at the start, see Figs. 4 and 5. Initially, the tens
diffusivity dissipation is 4.131022, which is substantially
lower than that due to the exact effective stress~filtered
scale1subgrid scale!: 6.831022. This was to be expected
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as there is no truncation modeling so far. Roughly 4.1/
560% of the required model dissipation is nevertheless p
vided by the tensor-diffusivity model. Notice that this
close to the ratio for the measured variances~62%!.

The energy and enstrophy curves are shown in Fig
not enough energy decay and even an increase in the en
phy. The dissipation of the filtered and truncated field
provided in Fig. 5. As to the evolution of the resolved ener
spectra, they are given in Fig. 8: The tensor-diffusiv
model alone is not active enough at high wave numbers
added truncation model is required in order to prevent
lifting up, as the LES evolves, of the energy spectra aftek
'10.

B. The mixed model

As an interestinga priori test of the mixed model, Eq
~22!, the dynamic procedure was also applied locally. T
normalized pdf of the dynamicC in the Smagorinsky term
~with ^C&50.11) is shown in Fig. 3. Since the tenso
diffusivity model has properly reconstructed a significa
fraction of the filtered-scale stress, the remaining part is
usual, hard to model by a Smagorinky term, hence a w
almost symmetric, pdf.

It is instructive to compare this pdf with that obtaine
when examining the dynamic Smagorinsky model for LE
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. Evolution of the dissipation associated with th
643 resolved and filtered field: truncated and filtere
DNS ~closed circle!; tensor-diffusivity model~dotted
line!; dynamic mixed model ~solid line!: tensor-
diffusivity term ~thin solid line!, and dynamic Smagor-
insky term ~thinner solid line!; dynamic Smagorinsky
model ~dashed line!.
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without explicit filtering ~i.e., pure truncation, here with
sharp Fourier cutoff, and a dynamic procedure using
sharp Fourier cutoff as test filter, witĥC&50.016), see Fig.
3. The normalized pdf of the Smagorinsky coefficient in t
mixed model is seen to be significantly better than the n
malized pdf of the Smagorinsky coefficient for LES witho
explicit filtering: It is sharper and thus more skewed to po
tive C values. This supports the thesis, also developed
Ref. 6, that the use of explicit filtering in LES might allo
for easier modeling of the truncation effects. In particul
the dynamic Smagorinsky term might be a better trunca
model in LES with explicit filtering~and thus with mixed
modeling! than in LES without explicit filtering. The hope i
thus to also obtain better results in actual LES runs. We
see in the following that this is not the case: The results
about the same. Once again, one finds thata priori tests are
only part of the story in LES.

We now examine the results obtained when running
dynamic mixed model: tensor-diffusivity model1dynamic
Smagorinsky term. It is seen, in Fig. 4, that the dynam
mixed model also does not start with the correct energy
cay slope. It is also observed, in Fig. 5, that the initial dis
pation of the filtered and truncated field,uD i , is too large: The
model dissipation is (4.115.1)31022 ~4.1 for the tensor-
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diffusivity contribution and 5.1 for the dynamic Smagorin
sky contribution!, and the viscous dissipation is 1.631022,
leading to a total of 10.831022. This is to be compared with
8.431022 for the filtered and truncated DNS. The reason
this initial ‘‘anomaly’’ is that the dynamic procedure initially
has a hard time finding the properC value: The initial value,
C56.331022, is too large; hence the dynamic Smagorins
term dissipates too much initially; in particular, it initiall
dissipates more than the tensor-diffusivity term. HoweverC
is seen to decrease rapidly, see Fig. 6, with stabilization
C'3.231022. It then continues to decrease slowly as t
LES proceeds. When the dynamic procedure has stabili
it is seen that the dynamic Smagorinsky term dissipates
than the tensor-diffusivity term, see Fig. 5, and that the ra
between the two terms contributions then remains fairly c
stant in time~at about 0.5–0.6! indicating a good self-similar
behavior of the mixed model, as one would expect.

We conclude that the dynamic procedure clearly ne
to ‘‘settle in.’’ The poor initial performance on decay is to b
attributed to the initial transients of the dynamic procedu
not to the mixed model. This initial transient is observ
with all LES models. It relates to the fact that the LES fie
needs to evolve from what it ‘‘receives as initial condition
~here, the best possible one since it corresponds to a D
l

FIG. 6. Evolution of the dynamic coefficient~dynamic
procedure done globally!: dynamic Smagorinsky term
in mixed model ~solid line!; dynamic Smagorinsky
model ~dashed line!; dynamic Smagorinsky mode
without explicit filtering ~chained-dotted line!.
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FIG. 7. Evolution of the dissipation associated with th
643 resolved field: truncated DNS~closed circle!; dy-
namic Smagorinsky model without explicit filtering
~chained-dotted line!.
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the
that was explicitly filtered and truncated! to what corre-
sponds to ‘‘its own statistical equilibrium’’~an equilibrium
with a spectrum compatible with the LES grid and mod
used!. This ‘‘self-restoring’’ property which is inherent in
the dynamic approach has also been observed in relatio
other flows.37 Had the dynamic procedure producedC'3.2
31022 from the start, the dissipation would have been c
rect initially: A Smagorinsky contribution of approximate
(3.2/6.2)35.13102252.631022, leading to a total dissipa
tion of 8.331022: very close to the exact value of 8.
31022.

For comparison, we consider next the dynamic Smag
insky model alone, with same explicit filtering: thus, no pa
tial reconstruction of the filtered-scale stress. It starts off w
the correct energy decay slope, see Fig. 4, but it then un
dissipates, see Fig. 5. Here, the dynamicC is correct initially
~i.e., the obtainedC59.631022, see Fig. 6, produces th
proper initial dissipation for the model, see Fig. 5!, but, since
C also decreases during the initial transient to stabilize
C'7.531022, the model underdissipates at later times.

The dynamic Smagorinsky model for classical LE
without explicit filtering is also run for reference compa

son: Eq. ~13! with Ãi j
M522 C D2 uS̃u S̃̃i j and dynamicC

with sharp Fourier cutoff used as test filter. The obtain
energy decay for the resolved field is found to be alm
identical to what is obtained when using the mixed mo
with explicit filtering, see Fig. 4. This is also true for a
other diagnostics, see the following. These results are m
interesting: They confirm that the dynamic mixed model
LES with explicit filtering is capable of the same perfo
mance as the dynamic Smagorinsky model for LES with
explicit filtering. These results also support the thesis that
necessary partial reconstruction term~here tensor diffusivity!
might also be sufficient in practice. They are, however, d
appointing with respect to expectations built on favorabla
priori tests of the mixed model~see Sec. VII A and Ref. 6!.

The dissipation rate for the resolved field is provided
Fig. 7. It is also too large initially, but it quickly comes dow
to the correct level. Thus, the dynamic Smagorinsky mo
for LES without explicit filtering~and here with shift dealias
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ing! is not exempt of the initial anomaly, even when start
from a truncated DNS.

Comparisons are also made on the decay of global
strophy ~which puts more emphasis on the high end of t
spectrum!, see Fig. 4. Again, the results for the dynam
mixed model and for the dynamic Smagorinsky model wi
out explicit filtering are very close, with initially too much
decay of enstrophy.

The energy spectra can also be compared: The re
structed spectra,Er(k), at t'4.5, t'7.5, and t'9.0 are
shown in Fig. 8. Again, the results for the dynamic mix
model and for the dynamic Smagorinsky model without e
plicit filtering are very close: almost identical spectra ov
the whole range of wave numbers. The usual shortcomi
of the Smagorinsky model are present in both cases: its
ability to properly differentiate between large and sm
scales. Finally, the spectra obtained when using the dyna
Smagorinsky model alone, and with explicit filtering, a
clearly not as good: This confirms that partial reconstruct
of the filtered-scale stress is required.

A final remark: We here used shift dealiasing for a
products ~including those in the dynamic procedure!, and
spherical truncation of the modes in wave space. Using
dealiasing instead leads to a different~and better! initial C
for the dynamic Smagorinsky model, hence to a differe
~and better! initial decay of the resolved energy.29 The dif-
ference is to be found in the fact that one then uses m
information to evaluate the dynamicC.

C. Spectrum of dissipation

For the mixed model a central question, which we a
dress here, concerns which part of the model does wha
terms of dissipation. We here investigate the contribution
the different terms to thespectrum of dissipationfor the fil-
tered and truncated field. In Fourier space, we denote
conjugate of any functiong by gc. Then, for each effective
q̃i j term ~viscous, model, or convection term!, it is easily
shown, sinceq̃i j 5q̃ j i , that its contribution to the spectrum
of dissipation is
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 8. Spectrum of the 643 resolved energy att
'4.5, t'7.5 and t'9.0: truncated DNS~closed
circle!; tensor diffusivity model~dotted line!; dynamic
mixed model ~tensor-diffusivity1dynamic Smagorin-
sky! ~solid line!; dynamic Smagorinsky model~dashed
line!; dynamic Smagorinsky model without explicit fil
tering ~chained-dotted line!.
on
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c
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2
~ ik j q̃i j ~k!uD i

c~k!2 ik j q̃i j
c ~k!uD i~k!!
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2
~ ik j uD i

c~k!q̃i j ~k!2 ik j uD i~k!q̃i j
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52
1

2
~SD i j

c ~k!q̃i j ~k!1SD i j ~k!q̃i j
c ~k!!, ~35!

which is indeed a real function ofk. Thek-shell contribution
of this function is what we call the spectrum of dissipati
associated with theqi j term; it is its contribution to the time
derivative of the energy in that shell:

d

dt
E~k!52e~k!52(

q
eq~k!. ~36!
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FIG. 9. Spectrum of dissipation for the 643 resolved
and filtered field att54.17. Contributions of the differ-

ent stresses:T̃i j from the DNS~solid line1circle!: B̃i j

~thin solid line1circle! and Ã̄i j ~thinner solid

line1circle!; T̃ i j
M in the mixed model~solid line!:

tensor-diffusivity term~thin solid line! and dynamic
Smagorinsky term~thinner solid line!; viscous stress
~dotted line!.
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One can thus examine the dissipation shell by shell and t
by term. As to global quantities, they are obtained in phy
cal space or in Fourier space since one can also write

d

dt E0

kmax
E~k! dk5

d

dt
^E&52^e&52E

0

kmax
e~k! dk

52(
q
E

0

kmax
eq~k! dk. ~37!

Figure 9 provides the dissipation spectra associated with
modeled and exact stresses. This corresponds to the in
condition ~hence the contribution of the dynamic Smagor
sky term is too high; it is lower at later times!.

~1! Even though the exactB̃i j stress~and its tensor-
diffusivity model! have positive and negative values of loc
dissipation in physical space, we confirm that the dissipa
spectrum is positive for allk shells relevant to the LES.

~2! The shape of the spectrum associated with the ten
diffusivity model contribution is similar to that of the exa
B̃i j , confirming again that this term acts as good partial
construction. Because the reconstruction is incomplete,
amplitude is too low. In the present mixed model, the diff
ence between the integrals must also be captured by the
cation model: here the Smagorinsky term.
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~3! It is interesting to consider the ratio of the exa

effective stress contribution,T̃i j , divided by the tensor-
diffusivity contribution, see Fig. 10: It is fairly constant, ex
cept at the high wave numbers, which indicates again that
subgrid-scale effects are important. It would be tempting
multiply the tensor-diffusivity model by a factor close to 1
~i.e., also close to the ratio of variances from thea priori
tests! and run the LES without added subgrid-scale mod
ing. Even if this provides the correct dissipation initially, th
does not work for long: Without subgrid-scale modeling, t
simulation quickly leads to lifting up of the energy spectru
much in the same way as what was obtained when runn
the tensor-diffusivity model alone with unit factor, see F
8.

~4! The shape of the spectrum associated with the S
gorinsky term is similar to that associated with the visco
term, confirming that the nonuniformity in the 1/T scaling
for the effective viscosity has little impact in homogeneo
flows.

~5! The spectra of the two model terms are very differe
in shape, and their peak contributions are in clearly disti
zones. They are thus complementary.

For completeness, we also provide, in Fig. 11, the dis
pation spectrum for the complete DNS field. We observe
FIG. 10. Ratio between dissipation spectra: exactT̃i j

contribution divided by tensor-diffusivity contribution

~circle!; exact B̃i j contribution divided by tensor-
diffusivity contribution ~diamond!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 11. Spectrum of dissipation for the viscous stre
in the DNS.
e
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inertial range with almost uniform dissipation fork
'@19– 25#, followed by a dissipation range. This figur
helps realize why the LES model is needed: At the L
cutoff, the DNS still has significant dissipation~about 90%
of that in the inertial range!. One could not run without the
LES model. For instance, in LES with explicit filtering, th
model dissipation accounts for about 80% of the total
quired dissipation.
Downloaded 10 May 2001 to 128.206.16.97. Redistribution subject to A
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D. More challenging LES

As it can be argued that the previous 643 LES corre-
spond to some overkill, smaller 483 LES ~thus with cutoff
well into the inertial range! were also run: dynamic mixed
model with explicit filtering~using the truncated Gaussia
filter, see Fig. 2!, and dynamic Smagorinsky model withou
explicit filtering. The resolved energy and enstrophy resu
ci-
FIG. 12. Evolution of the energy and enstrophy asso
ated with the 483 resolved field: truncated DNS~closed
circle!; dynamic mixed model~solid line!; dynamic
Smagorinsky model without explicit filtering~chained-
dotted line!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 13. Mean velocity profiles: DNS~closed circle!,
dynamic mixed model~tensor diffusivity1dynamic
Smagorinsky!, F1 ~solid line! and F2~thin solid line!;
dynamic Smagorinsky model, F1~dash!; dynamic Sma-
gorinsky model without explicit filtering,x–z sharp
cutoff test filtering ~dotted line!, no model ~chained-
dotted line!.
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are shown in Fig. 12. Again, the results from both a
proaches do not differ significantly: The enstrophy curv
are very much alike, and so are the energy curves for s
times. Here, however, the energy curves differ at later tim
Again, no conclusion can be drawn as to which model p
forms best. Their performances are comparable.

VIII. RESULTS FOR LES OF TURBULENT CHANNEL
FLOW

Here, the solver is a fourth-order finite differenc
code.38,39 The reference DNS is the one at Ret5h ut /n
5395 of Refs. 40 and 41, whereh is half the channel width
andut5Atw is the friction velocity withtw the mean wall
friction. The computational domain is (Lx ,Ly ,Lz)
5(2p,2,p)h. The DNS grid was 25631933192. We use a
LES grid that cuts the DNS grid by a factor of 4 in ea
direction: 64349348. The mixed model here becomes

T̃ i j
M5D̄x

2 ]xuD i ]̃xuD j1D̄y
2 ]yuD i ]̃yuD j1D̄z

2 ]zuD i ]̃zuD j

22 C D2 uSD u SD̃ i j , ~38!

where the effectiveD2 for the dynamic Smagorinsky term i
taken as (Dx Dy Dz)

2/3. The ratios of explicit filter width to
grid size areD̄k /Dk51/), and thusD̄c,k /Dk52. The basic
LES filter ~F1! is chosen as ‘‘top hat’’ in all directions. We
thus have

Ḡ5
sin~kxDx!

~kxDx!

sin~kyDy!

~kyDy!

sin~kzDz!

~kzDz!
. ~39!

The dynamic procedure is done witha52, hence the appro
priate test filter is36

Ĝ5cos~kxDx! cos~kyDy! cos~kzDz!. ~40!

This test filter is applied in physical space since, by design
simply corresponds, in each direction, to the arithmetic m
of the two neighbor grid values~see also Sec. VI!.

In order to confirm that it is mostly the normalized filte
width that matters~and not much its shape!, another explicit
Downloaded 10 May 2001 to 128.206.16.97. Redistribution subject to A
-
s
rt

s.
r-
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n

filter ~F2! was tested: Gaussian in the homogeneous di
tions ~test filter applied in Fourier space! and top hat in the
nonhomogeneous direction:

Ḡ5expS 2
kx

2Dx
2

6 D sin~kyDy!

~kyDy!
expS 2

kz
2Dz

2

6 D . ~41!

It was found that numerical instabilities are generated
the tensor-diffusivity part of the mixed model near the wa
They correspond to long-lived negative diffusion events t
eventually make the simulation blow up. As we do not st
the LES from filtered and truncated DNS fields, near-w
stability is even more of an issue. To alleviate this proble
damping of the tensor-diffusivity part of the mixed mod
was used close to the wall, on a scale of the order of
laminar sublayer. We here used, as damping, the sim
function 12exp(2y1/c1) with c1510. We acknowledge
that such damping is crude and quite arbitrary. More wo
certainly needs to be done concerning the near-wall stab
of the tensor-diffusivity model.

The performance of the mixed model ‘‘so far’’~e.g.,
with crude damping! is however worth reporting. Results o
normalized mean profiles as a function of normalized d
tance to the wall are provided in Figs. 13 and 14: veloc
model stress, and model dissipation. With the same exp
F1 filtering, the mixed model clearly outperforms the d
namic Smagorinsky model: much better mean velocity p
file. Again, we conclude that the partial reconstruction mo
for the filtered-scale stress is needed. We also see tha
velocity profile has the correct slope in the log region. T
level is however slightly overpredicted.

The mixed model results obtained using the F2 filter
close to those obtained using F1. This result is comforti
As both filters were normalized the same way, the expe
tion was that the mixed model would produce similar resu
It also confirms that, for LES with explicit filtering, the tes
filtering can be done in physical space: One only needs
assume that the explicit filter is the top hat with effecti
width, D̄c , twice the grid size,D.

We notice, in Fig. 14, that the contribution of the tenso
diffusivity part of the mixed model is, again, significant; fo
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 14. Mean profiles of model stres
and model dissipation: dynamic mixe
model, F1: tensor-diffusivity contribu-
tion ~solid line! and dynamic Smagor-
insky contribution~thin solid line!; dy-
namic Smagorinsky model, F1
~dashed line!; dynamic Smagorinsky
model without explicit filtering,x–z
sharp cutoff test filtering~dotted line!.
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the
the mean stress, its contribution is slightly higher than tha
the dynamic Smagorinsky part; for the mean dissipation,
contribution is slightly lower.

For further comparisons, we also ran the dynamic Sm
gorinsky model without explicit filtering, using the dynam
procedure with sharp cutoff test filtering inx and z and no
test filtering iny: something that is not self-consistent as
as the similarity assumptions underlying the dynamic pro
dure are concerned~see Sec. VI!, but that is nevertheles
often used by LES practitioners. The obtained mean velo
profile follows better the DNS data in the transition regio
but not in the log region: its slope is too high, see Fig. 1

We provide, in Fig. 15, the mean stress profile obtain
with the mixed model. As expected, the terms add up to
linear profile for the total stress. The main contribution clo
to the wall is that of the viscous stress. Away from the wa
the main contribution is theReynoldsstress of the LES simu

lation: 2^uD vD̃ & ~as ^vD &50!. The remainder stress is th

model stress2^T̃ xy
M & ~with the tensor-diffusivity contribu-

tion slightly higher than the Smagorinsky contribution!.
The mean dissipation profiles are also provided in F

15. The main contribution close to the wall is that of t
viscous stress. Away from the wall, the dominant contrib
tion is that of the model stress~the tensor-diffusivity contri-
Downloaded 10 May 2001 to 128.206.16.97. Redistribution subject to A
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bution being slightly lower than the Smagorinsky contrib
tion!.

The mean profiles of velocity, model stress, and mo
dissipation are similar to those obtained by Domarad
et al.42,43 using their subgrid-scale estimation model.

Based on the usual and good assumption that the ave
~over time and over the homogeneous directions! of a non-
filtered quantity is the same as the average of the filte
quantity, i.e., the assumption that^ f &'^ f̃ &'^ fD &, it follows
that the best reconstruction of the true Reynolds stress~i.e.,
the one to be compared to the DNS Reynolds stresses! is

Ri j 5
def

^ui& ^uj&2^ui uj&'^uD i& ^uD j&2^ui uD j&

5~^uD i&^uD j&2^uD i uD̃ j&)2^T̃i j &

'~^uD i&^uD j&2^uD i uD̃ j&)2^T̃ i j
M& ~42!

and thus that

Rxy'2^uD vD̃ &2^T̃ xy
M &. ~43!

The combination of the adequate mean stress profiles in
15 can be compared to theRxy of the DNS: This is done in
Fig. 16. The dynamic mixed model again outperforms
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 15. Mean profiles of stress an
dissipation for the dynamic mixed
model with F1: tensor-diffusivity con-
tribution ~solid line!; dynamic Smago-
rinsky contribution ~thin solid line!;

contribution of 2^ ū̃ ṽ̄̃&/ut
2 ~dashed

line!; viscous contribution ~dotted
line!; total ~chained-dotted line!.
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near
ch.
dynamic Smagorinsky model. It however produces res
similar to those obtained using the dynamic Smagorin
model without explicit filtering. Even the run without LE
modeling produces about the correctRxy profile. Rxy does
not appear to be a severe diagnostic. Recall also that, w
Downloaded 10 May 2001 to 128.206.16.97. Redistribution subject to A
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adding the mean viscous stress, one always obtains the li
profile for the total stress, whatever the modeling approa
As to comparison of the diagonal stresses,

Rxx'~^uD &^uD &2^uD uD̃ &)2^T̃ xx
M &, ~44!
t

FIG. 16. Profile of theRxy Reynolds
stress: DNS~closed circle!; dynamic
mixed model, F1~solid line!; dynamic
Smagorinsky model, F1~dashed line!;
dynamic Smagorinsky model withou
explicit filtering, x–z sharp cutoff test
filtering ~dotted line!; no model
~chained-dotted line!.
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FIG. 17. Profiles of the reduced diagonal Reynol
stresses: DNS~closed circle!; dynamic mixed model,
F1 ~solid line!; dynamic Smagorinsky model, F1
~dashed line!; dynamic Smagorinsky model without ex
plicit filtering, x–z sharp cutoff test filtering~dotted
line!; no model~chained-dotted line!.
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etc., one must be careful: Because of the lack of trace m
eling inherent to all effective viscosity truncation mode
one can only compare the reduced diagonal stresses:Rxx* ,
Ryy* , and Rzz* . Thus, one can only compare the deviatio
from isotropy, see Fig. 17, not the absolute values. This p
is important, yet it is often overlooked in the LES literatur
The results obtained using the dynamic Smagorinsky mo
without explicit filtering are seen to be better than those
tained using the dynamic mixed model with damping. Ac
ally, the best results are those obtained without LES mo
Downloaded 10 May 2001 to 128.206.16.97. Redistribution subject to A
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ing. We also notice that the differences with the DNS a
systematically more marked forRxx* and Rzz* than for Ryy* .
This might indicate that the LES resolution inx andz is too
coarse with respect to capturing the important large str
tures in the wall region. The DNS hasDx

159.7, Dz
156.5

andDyc

1 56.5 ~channel center!; cutting by a factor of 4 in all

directions might simply be too much to ask to the LES in t
wall region, whatever the model used~at least as far asRxx*
andRzz* are concerned!.
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IX. CONCLUSIONS

LES with regular explicit filtering~on top of the neces
sary truncations! was investigated, the filters considered b
ing symmetric and having a nonzero second moment~which
is used to define the effective filter width!. The tensor-
diffusivity model was reviewed: It is generic and corr
sponds to significant, yet incomplete, reconstruction of
filtered-scale stress. The mixed model, tensor-diffusiv
model supplemented by a dynamic Smagorinsky term,
also reviewed, with useful connections to other models. T
tensor-diffusivity model was first tested alone, botha priori
and in actual LES, in turbulent isotropic decay: LES star
from a 2563 DNS at Rel590 that is Gaussian filtered an
truncated to 643. The model remained stable despite the lo
directional backscatter, and also produced significant glo
dissipation: initially, more than half of the amount requir
for the effective stress~filtered-scale stress1subgrid-scale
stress!. The mixed model was tested next, with a dynam
procedure formulated and applied in a consistent way. P
the initial transient in the dynamic procedure, the add
Smagorinsky term leads to good results—proper dissipa
and acceptable energy spectra. The mixed model appea
an efficient model for LES with explicit filtering: a compro
mise between partial reconstruction of the filtered-sc
stress and modeling of the truncation effects~subgrid-scale
stress and incomplete reconstruction!. The initial spectrum of
dissipation was also investigated, illustrating the differen
between the terms in the mixed model. The mixed mo
results~energy decay, energy spectra! were significantly bet-
ter than those obtained when using the dynamic Smago
sky model alone, with same explicit filtering: Reconstructi
of the filtered-scale stress is necessary. They were also
close to those obtained when using the dynamic Smago
sky model without explicit filtering. The two approache
were also tested on more challenging 483 LES: again, they
produced similar results. These findings support the v
that the tensor-diffusivity model may well suffice for prac
cal reconstruction of the filtered-scale stress. However,
spite the high expectations~also based on favorablea priori
tests! for LES with explicit filtering and simple mixed mod
eling, these findings are somewhat disappointing. So far,
conclude that the two modeling approaches lead to sim
results in isotropic turbulence. Truncation modeling rema
a challenge in LES. In particular, the shortcomings of
Smagorinsky model were seen in both approaches: its ina
ity to properly differentiate between large and small scal

One question remains: Would the results be significan
improved if we used high level reconstruction of the filtere
scale stress~or, simpler, boost the tensor-diffusivity term b
a factor!? This deserves further investigations. Finally, w
also retain that, for ‘‘initial value problems’’~here the best
possible one: LES started from truncated DNS!, the dynamic
procedure~here with shift dealiasing and spherical trunc
tion! is found to have initial difficulties in both approache
C is first overpredicted; it then quickly stabilizes at a prop
level. It would also be useful to compare the approache
forced isotropic turbulence.

The mixed model was also tested on the turbulent ch
Downloaded 10 May 2001 to 128.206.16.97. Redistribution subject to A
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nel flow at Ret5395, using a grid four times coarser tha
that of the DNS. With the top hat as the assumed expl
filter and the proper filter width, the consistent test filter f
the dynamic procedure is easily applied in physical spa
Near wall numerical instabilities were observed for t
tensor-diffusivity part of the mixed model. In order to alle
viate these instabilities, this model part was damped clo
to the wall, using simple~and crude! exponential damping.
The results obtained so far with the damped mixed model
fair and encouraging. Mean profiles of velocity, stress, dis
pation, and reconstructed Reynolds stresses were prese
The dynamic Smagorinsky model for LES without explic
filtering was also run. The mean velocity profile is slight
not as good as that obtained with the damped mixed mo
but the reconstructed Reynolds stresses are slightly bett

We retain, for further studies of LES with explicit filter
ing: ~1! the development of better subgrid-scale models~also
needed for LES without explicit filtering!, ~2! the testing of
the mixed model in forced isotropic turbulence,~3! the test-
ing of higher level reconstruction of the filtered-scale stre
~4! the better understanding of near-wall stability and t
development of better corrections to the tensor-diffusiv
part, ~5! the effect, in wall proximity, of the coarse longitu
dinal and transverse spatial resolution~also for LES without
explicit filtering!, and ~6! the possible practical importanc
of the y-grid nonuniformity on the modeling~possible sig-
nificant commutation errors for grids that are nonuniform44

yet have a smooth variation!. Finally, the development o
approximate wall proximity boundary conditions to allow fo
LES without resolving the wall region remains a subject
high interest. Here, it could also eliminate the near wall s
bility problem of the mixed model.
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